FENCE PROGRESS PICTORIAL REPORT

The Health Centre has made great strides in rectification and beautification efforts of its fence and compound. Since July 2015, the Health Centre has been given a new lease and has been commended by the community and the Local government officials that visit the facility while conducting their support supervision. The health centre intends to uphold and protect the new fence by involving the community leaders and masses at large. The borehole was fenced outside as shown in the below pictures in an effort to instill community ownership towards its maintenance. As of August 2015, the work was nearing completion and as it was still humid, tree planting would be done in the month of September 2015 as the seasonal rains were expected. Below are the photos of the work;

Front view of the fence leading to the health centre

The gate area neatly done
Photos showing the borehole fenced outside the clinic for easy access by the community and zero damage to the fence
Zig zag barbed wire innovation using the old barbed wire to reinforce the new wires and prevent people from potentially passing through

Front view leading outside the health centre gate showing the security room

Back view of the fence near the incenerator